high-throughput processing of hundreds of samples (Salt et al., 2008) . Previous studies have 146 demonstrated that several elements, including Fe, Mn, Zn, cobalt (Co) and Cd share mechanisms 147 of accumulation (Yi and Guerinot, 1996; Vert et al., 2002; Connolly et al., 2003) . Ionomics 148 signatures derived from multiple elements have been shown to better predict plant physiological 149 status than the measurements of the elements themselves, including the essential nutrients 150 (Baxter et al., 2008) . Holistically examining the ionome provides significant insights into the 151 networks underlying ion homeostasis beyond single element studies (Baxter and Dilkes, 2012) . 152
With over 45,000 catalogued sorghum germplasm lines (USDA), there is significant 153 genetic variation (Das et al., 1997) with undiscovered impact on seed element composition. Genome-wide association (GWA) mapping is well suited for uncovering the genetic basis for 159 complex traits, including seed element accumulation. One of the key strengths of association 160 mapping is that a priori knowledge is not necessary to identify new loci associated with the trait 161 of interest. Further, a GWA mapping population is comprised of lines that have undergone 162 numerous recombination events, allowing for a narrower mapping interval. Previous GWA 163 studies in maize (Tian et al., 2011) , rice (Huang et al., 2010) Mexico in 2012 (SAP 2012), and two field replicates produced in Florence, SC in 2013 (SAP 175 2013-1 and SAP2013-2). 287 of the 407 SAP lines were present in all 4 growouts.
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Seed samples were taken from each replicate and weighed before analysis. A simple 177 weight normalization and established methods to estimate weight from the elemental content 178 were attempted (Lahner et al., 2003) . However, both methods created artifacts, particularly in 179 elements with concentrations near the level of detection (Supplemental figure 1). To address this 180 concern, we included weight as a cofactor in a linear model that included other sources of 181 technical error and utilized the residuals of the model as the trait of interest for genetic mapping. 182
The residuals from this transformation were used for all further analyses and outperformed any 183 other method (data not shown). 184
We calculated broad-sense heritability for each trait to determine the proportion of the 185 phenotypic variation explained by the genetic variation present in the SAP across the three 186 environments (Table 1) . Heritability estimates ranged from 1% (sodium, Na) to 45% (Cu). We 187 obtained moderate heritability (> 30%) for several elements including: Mg, P, sulfur (S), 188 with the MLMM approach were prioritized for further analysis ( Supplemental table 5) . 243
In an effort to comprehensively identify significant SNPs associated with element 244 concentration, we created several datasets for GWA analysis. After averaging the two SAP 2013 245 growouts, each location was treated as an individual experiment. To link SAP experiments 246 across environments, we ranked the individual lines of each experiment by element 247 concentration and derived a robust statistic describing element accumulation for GWAS by using 248 the average of ranks across the four SAP environments. By utilizing rank-order, we eliminated 249 skewness and large variation in element concentration due to environmental differences 250 (Conover and Iman, 1981) . GWA scans across individual experiments identified 270, 228, and 251 207 significant SNPs for all twenty element traits in the SAP2008, SAP2012 and SAP2013 252 panels, respectively. In total we identified 255 significant loci in the ranked dataset for the 253 twenty element traits ( Supplemental table 5 ). The number of significant SNPs per element trait 254 ranged from two (B) to 33 (Ca) and roughly reflected their heritabilities. 255
We identified several SNPs common to multiple environments ( Supplemental table 8) . 256
For example, GWA for Ca concentration in all three of our SAP experiments identified 257 significant SNPs within 5kb of locus Sobic.001G094200 on chromosome 1. Sobic.001G094200 258 is a putative calcium homeostasis regulator (CHoR1) (Zhang et al., 2012). We also identified 259 several significant SNPs that colocalized for multiple element traits ( Figure 3 We focused our interpretation efforts on the GWA results from the SAP ranked dataset, 273 as these are the most likely to provide the tools to manipulate seed element content across 274 multiple environments. The GWA results for each element trait obtained at the optimal step of 275 the MLMM model were compiled. The data for Cd using the SAP ranked dataset is presented in 276 The optimal MLMM model (mBonf) included one SNP on chromosome 2, S2_8883293, 282 that explained 18% of the phenotypic variation in cadmium ( Figure 4C ), and the allelic effects of 283 each genotype were estimated ( Figure 4D ). The major-effect locus on chromosome 2 is in LD 284 with a homolog of a well-characterized cadmium transporter in plants, heavy metal ATPase 2 285 (HMA2). 286 12 287
Discussion: 288

Ionome profiling for improved sorghum seed quality 289
Increasing the concentration of elements essential for human and animal nutrition (e.g. Fe 290
and Zn) while simultaneously minimizing and increasing tolerance to anti-nutrients and toxic 291 elements (e.g. As, Cd and Al) is a significant goal of fundamental research directed towards 292 global crop improvement (Schroeder et al., 2013) . Element homeostasis in plants, is affected by 293 genotype, environment, soil properties, and nutrient interactions (Gregorio et al., 2000) . 294
While determining strategies to enhance or reduce element content for food or fuel, several 295 components of seed element traits must be considered. These include: the heritability of the 296 various element traits, genotype by environment interactions, and the availability of high- Our results demonstrate environmental effects on the range and means of element 306 concentrations are largely element specific. In general, seed element concentrations did not 307 exhibit large variation due to environmental effects. This contributed to high heritabilities for 308 several elements and homeostasis of individual element concentration across very diverse 309 environments ( Figure 1 and Table 1 ). The high heritabilities for these traits demonstrate the 310 feasibility of breeding strategies for the improvement of sorghum for seed element accumulation. 311
Further, due to the known genetic contributors to trait covariation, selection strategies can 312 include alteration of multiple traits, phenotypic correlations between traits or counter selection 313 for undesirable traits (e.g. As accumulation). The high heritability and the relationships we report 314 between important element elements, including Fe and Zn are encouraging for the development 315 of breeding schema for improved element profiles for the alleviation of human malnutrition. 316
Observed correlations of several elements indicate that changes in one or more elements can 317 simultaneously affect the concentration of other elements present in the seed (Figure 2A) . 318
However, the individual effects of particular alleles can deviate from this pattern. 319
Trait correlations and covariation were used to uncover genetic associations for multiple 320 elements. Even without more complicated analyses, we detected colocalized effects on several 321 element traits ( Supplemental table 4 and Supplemental table 8 
Candidate genes 334
One of the primary goals of this study was to utilize GWA analyses to identify candidate 335 genes and novel loci implicated in the genetic regulation of sorghum seed element traits. We 336 identified numerous significant SNPs for all twenty element traits that currently do not associate 337 with known elemental accumulation genes. Although it is likely that a small fraction of these 338
SNPs are false positives, many more may be novel associations with as-yet undiscovered causal 339 genes and merit further investigation. We did, however, identify several significant SNPs that 340 fall directly within a characterized candidate gene or are in close proximity, or LD, with putative 341 candidates. 342
Zinc 343
Zinc deficiency is a critical challenge for food crop production that results in decreased 344 yields and nutritional quality. Zinc-enriched seeds result in better seedling vigor and higher stress 345 tolerance on Zn-deficient soils (Cakmak, 2008). Here we identify a strong candidate for genetic 346 improvement of zinc concentration in the in sorghum seed, Sobic.007G064900, an ortholog of 347 Arabidopsis ZIP5, zinc transporter precursor (AT1G05300) ( Table 2) . AT1G05300 is a member 348 of the ZIP family of metal transporter genes, and overexpression lines of this gene display 349 increased Zn accumulation in Arabidopsis (www.ionomicshub.org, 35SZip5_2 _Tray 700). 350
Manganese 351
Associated with amino acid, lipid and carbohydrate metabolism, Mn is one of the 352 essential elements critical to human and animal nutritional requirements (Aschner and Aschner, 353 2005). We identified significant GWAS associations in the putative sorghum homolog for 354 member of the metal transporter encoding cation diffusion facilitator gene family MTP11 355 (Sobic.003G349200) ( Table 2) . The Arabidopsis ortholog, AtMTP11, confers Mn tolerance and 356 transports Mn 2+ via a proton-antiport mechanism in Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Delhaize et al., 357 2007) . 358
Cadmium 359
The seeds are a major source of essential nutrients, but can also be a source of toxic 360 heavy metals, including cadmium. Contamination of ground water and subsequent uptake and Ni is an essential nutrient required for plant growth. However, similar to Cd, high Ni 371
concentrations in soil can be toxic to the plant, resulting in reduced biomass and crop yield. The 372 most significant SNP for Ni concentration in the SAP 2008 environment (and present in SAP 373 2012 and the ranked dataset) was S6_53175238. This SNP is in LD with the candidate gene 374
Sobic.006G164300, a homolog of the Yellow Stripe-Like 3 (YSL) family of proteins (Table 2) . 375
Originally identified in maize, the YSL proteins are a subfamily of oligopeptide transporters 376 involved in metal uptake, homeostasis and long-distance transport (Curie et al., 2009 ). YSL3 is 377 suggested to transport metals bound to nicotianamine (NA) (Curie et al., 2001) and in the metal 378
hyperaccumulator Thlaspi caerulescens YSL3 functions as Ni-NA influx transporter (Gendre et 379 al., 2007) . 380 381
Summary/Conclusion: 382
In the present study, we utilized GWA mapping and rank transformation of the 383 phenotypic data to scale GxE interactions and identify a number of genetic loci and candidate 384 gene associations for immediate study and application to breeding strategies. The use of a multi-385 element, or ionomic approach, to the analysis allows for the identification of SNPs that confer 386 multiple advantageous traits that can be selected for in breeding programs. We identify co-387 localization of significant SNPs for different elements, indicating potential coregulation through 388 physiological processes of elemental uptake, transport, traffic and sequestration. Our results 389 suggest that combining elemental profiling with GWA approaches can be useful for 390 understanding the genetic loci underlying elemental accumulation and for improving nutritional 391 content of sorghum. The data and analysis scripts used for this publication can be found at 392 www.ionomicshub.org. and relies on the iterative use of a simple K, or Q+K, mixed-model algorithm. The kinship term, 434 K, provides a fine-grained estimate of familial relatedness between lines. In addition, GWAS 435 models often include a more granular measurement of population membership for each line, Q. 436
To determine the necessity of using the more complex Q+K model to control for spurious allele 437 associations, we analyzed QQ-plots generated from MLMM GWAS using a simple K model plus The missing heritability can be calculated from the model at the optimal step (mBonf). The 459 percent variance explained by the model is the difference between the genetic variance at step 0 460 and the optimal step ( Supplemental table 7) . 461
The MLMM method utilized the multiple-Bonferroni criterion (mBonf) which selects a 462 model wherein all cofactors have a p value below a Bonferroni-corrected threshold (Segura et al., 463 2012) . We utilized a genome-wide significance threshold of p < 0.05 for the Bonferroni 464 correction. A kinship matrix was constructed to correct for population structure and cryptic 465 relatedness ( Supplemental table 10 
